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Synopsis 
This research project focuses on the therapeutic abilities of 
tactile textiles for the use of the elderly in Singapore as a 
form of touch therapy; especially for those with deteriorating 
senses. The main aim of the project is to use the technique of 
heat setting to form tactile textiles to stimulate the sense of 
touch. With the use of embedded technology, a series of 
textile based cushions with tactile surfaces responding to the 
patient’s sense of touch and sight have been developed.  
 



Heat setting on fabrics is a technical approach of fabric manipulation that provides a 
platform into some of the most creative and innovative approaches to surface and textile 
design. This technique enables a flat fabric to be transformed into structural and 
sculptural forms. The creative process of moulding is used in this range of prototypes. 
Moulding of the fabric creates structural surfaces on the fabric. Moulds of different 
shapes and sizes can be used to provide the three-dimensional effect of the fabric. One 
easy approach is to apply simple ‘shibori’ techniques, the technique of fabric binding. 
Once heated, fabric will adhere to the form of the mould, which is below the melting point 
of the fabric. This creates an amazing textural, rounded and three-dimensional effect to 
the fabric.  

What is Heat Setting ? 





Cushions 



Cushions 



The use of embedded technology incorporated into these cushions 
will allows the elderly to enhance their sensory experience. The main 
objective will be to incorporate and weave both tactile qualities with 
the SMART technology seamlessly. With the outcomes of the 
experimentations, a series of visually stimulating and interactive set 
of cushions are designed for the elderly. When the tactile surfaces of 
the cushions are being stroked, cushions with LED lights embedded 
will be lighted up. Cushions are also being embedded with a heated 
material, which could provide warm to the user, to be used in an air-
conditioned room or in cold countries.  

Embedded Technology 



Heated Cushions 



Heated Cushions 



Heated Cushions 

Placing of 
SEFAR 
PowerHeat 
on the 
inside of 
the 
cushion.  



LED Lights Cushions 



LED Lights Cushions 

Placing of custom-made LED with motion sensor on the inside of 
the cushion.  
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